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Master’s Corner (Mickey Katz)
As my final semester as Master draws to a close, I
marvel at how quickly my term has flown by. It seems
like only yesterday that my presidency was beginning, and
now I am poised to hand off the reins to the ever-capable
Steven Hyde. I am so proud of all the progress the Beta
chapter made over the past year, and I look forward to
the continued future growth of the chapter. The rest of
this newsletter will provide ample detail about this
semester‟s events, so I will not waste any more space
discussing them. Instead, I would like to briefly abuse my
role as Master and reflect on my time at AEPi.
While I still have three semesters left on campus, I
am already feeling nostalgic about my time with the Beta
chapter. I have evolved in my time at Cornell from a
timid freshman, to Eta Pledge Class President, to Master
Beta, and have seen myself grow in so many ways. So
much of this growth can be credited to Alpha Epsilon Pi. AEPi has taken up the majority
of my time, provided me with my best friends for life, and has truly become my home. I
do not know what I would do without this chapter, and I could not be more honored to
have served a full year as Master. As life moves on and we usher in our next generation of
leaders, I hope that they derive just as much value, meaning, and affection from this
chapter as I have. AEPi has defined and shaped my collegiate experience, and I wouldn‟t
have it any other way.
For any Beta alum that is reading this, I hope you have similar feelings about this
chapter and your AEPi experience. If you do, please reach out to the actives and relive
your glory days. We love hearing from our alumni and listening to old war stories. Any
time we see glimpses into our past, it enriches our present. For those of you who are less
fond of your time here, try to remember the good times. The history of this chapter has
certainly been marred by bumps in the road and unfavorable events. Yet, the brothers
today are committed as ever to the Beta chapter, and we seek only to have the best
experience for all Beta brothers: past, present, and future. So take a chance and reach out
to the actives; we would love to hear from you.
I would like to conclude by reiterating how proud I am of our chapter and how
excited I am for our future. I hope Spring 2012 is our best semester yet.
Fraternally,
Mickey Katz „13
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Lieutenant Master Update (Michael Cline)
This past semester was one of the busiest semesters the Beta Chapter has seen in a
long time. Between recruitment, social events, brotherhood activities, and philanthropy
efforts, brothers were constantly engaged in chapter affairs. Every weekend was jampacked with multiple major events, and brotherhood participation in chapter activities
was higher than ever.
This semester, we found ourselves faced with a significant challenge due to the
new regulations Cornell placed on the Greek system. These new regulations modified the
recruitment process, and as such, forced us to significantly alter our social events. As the
semester ends, I can safely say that we overcame this challenge with great success, as we
threw the best and most widely attended social events in recent years. We
made unprecedented strides in sorority relations this semester,
significantly strengthening our relationships with some sororities, while beginning
relationships with others. Without the dedication and hard work of the entire
brotherhood, the success we had this semester would not have been possible. I am
pleased to say that over the past year almost all elements of Beta Chapter have improved,
and I know the next leaders of the Beta Chapter will make our fraternity even stronger.
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Social Events (Jason Fenwick)
Despite new stringent regulations placed upon our Greek system, the only things more
packed than the Beta Chapter‟s social calendar were the parties themselves. We started the
semester off with some barbecues on the back lawn while the Ithaca weather was still kind to us.
We held multiple parties in the house, which became known for their bumping dance floor,
thumping music, cool black lights, and delicious refreshments. Collegetown apartment parties,
graciously hosted by the senior contingent of our brotherhood, provided a great atmosphere for
brothers and guests to relax and have fun in a different environment on the weekends. Other
highlights of our social programming this semester included a war party with battle-themed
drinks, as well as a Halloween party in Collegetown, decorated with glowing cobwebs and eerie
portraits. Our Iota pledge class, consisting of Michael Mallon, also successfully threw a pledge
party the day after being initiated.

Philanthropy (Jon Lesser, David Shapiro)
This semester in philanthropy, we focused on instituting community service as a foremost
responsibility in the house, specifically by helping Owego, NY recover from the historic flood that
overtook the town in early September this year. The waters reached the eves of most homes,
affected all the businesses in town, and completely submerged cars. Owego, an aging community,
had a hard time recovering from the flood. Luckily, there was an overwhelming outcry for
support from the surrounding communities. Buses full of students were leaving Cornell weekly
to lend a hand in the cleanup and distribution of aide. The brothers of AEPi jumped at the
opportunity to make a difference in these people‟s lives. In total, we donated over 36 hours of
our time power washing, delivering aide, and doing demolition work.
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Brotherhood (Max Schechter, Jay Wexler)
Brotherhood events have been a very fulfilling part of our semester thus far. It‟s always great to
show new members some of the exciting activities that have been house traditions for the past few years.
Early in the semester, before the inevitable onslaught of Ithaca‟s winter, we managed to get in a
brotherhood trip to Ithaca Paintball. After such a successful trip last Fall, we all were really excited
about institutionalizing this activity, and this year‟s trip certainly lived up to expectation. Not only did
we have several very fun intra-fraternal games, near the end we played an exhibition match against our
neighbors across the street, Delta Chi. We won (of course), with a special mention going to past
exchequer, Justin Quartiere, who singlehandedly took out the last three opposing team members securing
our victory.
Following the conclusion of the second round of prelims, we had a broomball night in Ithaca. The
competition was fierce, and many brothers can honestly say they left it all on the ice. Following an hour
of intense play (which would lead to days of soreness and happy memories), we went to the State Street
Diner where brothers were rewarded with milkshakes and the best breakfast foods you can get in Ithaca
at 1 in the morning. This is another event that we are sure will continue through the coming years and
provide many pledge classes with a plethora of good memories.

USG Report (Matthew Lerner)
My name is Matthew Lerner, and this past summer at convention I had the pleasure of being
elected to serve a one-year term as an Undergraduate Supreme Governor. The Supreme Board of
Governors (SBG) is made up of eleven members who serve as the board of directors for Alpha Epsilon Pi.
My direct responsibilities are to represent the undergraduate population at Supreme Board meetings,
and also serve on our national philanthropy task force.
Through my current position, I have had the ability to travel to Indianapolis to help plan
conclaves around the country. I have also worked with the national philanthropy task force to figure out
ways to facilitate greater philanthropic involvements by the undergraduate population.
Additionally, I attended the AEPi Fall Summit with three other members of the Beta Chapter at
Yale University. The summit was an incredibly informative event, as brothers from different schools
worked together to brainstorm ideas on how to solve our problems and better our chapters. I was in
attendance both as a member of the Supreme Board of Governors, and as a brother of the Beta Chapter.
Throughout the remainder of my term, I will continue to visit chapters, attend SBG meetings and
other events. If there are any issues you would like brought up to the SBG, please e-mail me at
mdl226@cornell.edu.
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Rush Chairman Update (Eden Ellis)
Building off of the extensive planning and coordination undertaken by the Rush
Committee during the spring, the Chapter entered the Fall semester enthusiastic and
prepared to rush. During Orientation Week, the house hosted several parties in
Collegetown, and we introduced the incoming Freshman and returning Sophomores to the
Chapter. In the following months, the House hosted weekly AEPi BBQs and continued
rush efforts. One highlight of the Fall was the securing of a Fall Pledge Class, consisting
of Michael Mallon, who has already contributed greatly to the Chapter. Beyond BBQs
and informal interactions, we hosted several formal events including our annual Fall
Brotherhood Dinner and AEPi Thanksgiving which allowed us to interact with
prospective members in a more formal setting. As we head towards Rush Week, we are
excited about our dry events as well as meeting new prospective members and anticipate
inducting a large pledge class in the spring.

Iota Pledge Class (Michael Mallon)
My name is Michael Mallon, and I'm from Short Hills, New Jersey. I study
Government, with plans to Minor in International Relations and East Asia Studies. I work
at the student-run radio station, WVBR 93.5FM, where I am the Information Media
Director (Head of News, Sports, Graphic Design), as well as a broadcast journalist,
political show host, and disk jockey. I'm also part of the Roosevelt Institute, a political
think-tank where we write and submit policy papers to hopefully be developed into bills to
become law. I enjoy hockey, surfing, skateboarding, soccer, as well as playing guitar. I am
excited to serve as Scribe for the Spring 2012 Semester.
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Alumni Relations (Steven Hyde)
This past semester has been instrumental in rekindling the bonds of brotherhood with our
esteemed alumni! Between alumni events and increased online communication, we have
certainly got the ball rolling when it comes to reconnecting with past generations of Beta Chapter
brothers.
Early on in the semester, many alumni came back to Ithaca to spend time with brothers at
our Homecoming tailgate. The next morning, alumni were able to relive their collegiate days by
joining active brothers for brunch at 140 Thurston Avenue.
The true highlight of our alumni programming for the fall semester was the Red Hot
Hockey meet-up in New York City over Thanksgiving break. Active Beta Chapter brothers
stood in the stands of Madison Square Garden along with past brothers, cheering on the Cornell
Big Red hockey team. Following the conclusion of the game, brothers and alumni gathered for
dinner at Chevy‟s in Times Square. I was so happy to see brothers from many different eras of
the Beta Chapter – there were founding fathers from 2005, and also a few brothers from the 90s.
We were fortunate to be visited this year by two Beta Chapter alumni from the 90s, Glenn
Gandelman and James Nicoll. It was great communicating with brothers from a different era,
and seeing what AEPi was like before our time. Most of all, it is gratifying to see brothers come
back and visit the house, as it serves as a reminder that even across generations, we all share a
common bond by having been a part of such a great organization.
I look forward to maintaining great relationships with our alumni, and will ensure that
our alumni programming remains strong for years to come!
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Sorority Relations (Jeremy Gilston)
This semester has been a hugely successful time for our sorority relations. We have had
more sorority interactions than we have had in many years, with a total of six organized events.
We had an amazing time with Alpha Xi Delta at our first mixer, a paint mixer, in early
September. We went all out providing paint and canisters so that by the end of the night
everyone was covered from head to toe. Our next event was a Wine Tour with Kappa Delta,
where we took a bus of 55 people to Seneca Lake to visit three wineries. We enjoyed fine wine,
a beautiful day, and each other's company. We had a wine and cheese reception before the bus
arrived, which gave us extra time to mingle. The third event was at the end of September with
Kappa Kappa Gamma. We threw a 90‟s party where we brought back Shirley Temples, slap
bracelets, and great 90s music. Our fourth mixer was with the girls of Ithaca College's Theatre
Department. With a boat themed event, both parties were enthused and dressed to represent.
This was a wildly successful event with over forty girls in attendance who were ready to have a
great time.
This semester has set an example of what our Sorority Relations should be. We hope to
continue to grow our sorority relations by strengthening our current relations and reaching out
to new Sororities.
As much as we moved forward in our sorority relations with entire organizations, we
also instituted a Sweet-E-Pi program where we initiated fifteen of the house's closest female
friends. This semester was the first Sweetheart program we have had since our re-founding, and
we hope to continue it as a Beta chapter tradition for years to come. The girls were brought over
for a night of "pledging" before they were initiated as Sweet-E-Pis in mid-November. They all
had a great night and are really excited about their new titles. We will be planning more events
with just the brotherhood and our Sweet-E-Pis in the spring to further develop these
relationships.
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House Report (Jeff Sussman)
This semester we have continued the legacy of David Shapiro by making additional improvements
around the house. Brothers have been enjoying the revamped AEPibrary, and the brotherhood lounge
has become one of the highlights of the house. Over the summer, Michael Cline and David Shapiro
finished putting together a new Cornell table that looks great in the common room. We replaced our
basketball hoop, which brothers have been enjoying during the warm weather. We have also been
enjoying the outdoors with our new picnic tables, which were great for our weekly barbeques early in the
semester. One more improvement on the outside of the house is a spotlight on our recently installed
letters, which looks great at night.
Before we leave for winter break, a group of a dozen brothers are planning to stay in Ithaca for a
weekend to give the common room a facelift. We are planning on making the common room more
aesthetically pleasing by give it a fresh coat of paint, replacing the ceiling lights, installing more elegant
curtains, and making the wall paneling more attractive. Additionally, our new curtains for the foyer are
in transit and will be installed in time for rush week. The curtains will give the front of the house a more
attractive look. Also, we are currently in the process of finding a new chandelier to give the foyer a more
formal and stylish look. Brothers will also be returning a few days before rush week in order to make
sure that the house is clean and in top condition.
The chapter is proud to be keeping up our initiative of trying to cut energy use and improve
efficiency. We have plans to install timers for the lights in the hallways. Furthermore, we are in the
process of installing filtered water and sinks instead of purchasing bottles each week. This is not only
more environmentally friendly, but will result in savings of hundreds of dollars every semester.
One of the greatest improvements in the house this semester is our new chef Dave D'Aprix. After
last semester, we decided it was time to make an improvement in our kitchen, so we found chef Dave, who
has been absolutely spectacular. Morale in the house has improved due to the great food that brothers
are now eating on a nightly basis. More brothers are now coming to dinner, which has improved
brotherhood unity as well. Dave has also been a great asset for us during our fall brotherhood and
Thanksgiving dinners as all of our guests were extremely impressed by his cooking. Eating at AEPi is
now an event to look forward to every day.
Overall, we have been working hard to maintain the improvements over the past year and half.
AEPi Nationals has also taken notice of the effort that we have put in and agreed to give the house new
curtains, a new chandelier, and overall significantly improving the foyer.
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Jewish Life (Jeremy Roberts)
This semester has been extremely productive in Jewish life at Beta chapter. Between
themed Shabbat dinners, a Sukkah construction event, and a closer connection with Cornell
Hillel, it has been a busy, yet rewarding semester.
The first Shabbat dinner had a “Southern Comfort” theme with a menu of fried chicken,
macaroni and cheese, baked beans, potato salad, and other southern style foods. The second
dinner was “A Night in Philly” and featured individualized steak sandwiches prepared by
Brother Adler. These dinners were great ways to kick off the weekend and featured rousing
D‟Var Torahs, especially from newly-initiated Brother Mallon.
In addition to Shabbat dinners, the brothers ordered and built a Sukkah for the holiday.
It was an excellent bonding experience, and later on brothers had some meals in the Sukkah
while viewing the beautiful night sky.
Furthermore, the connection between AEPi and Hillel was strengthened more than ever.
Every brother had a “little” in the Hillel Big/Little program, and a majority of brothers attended
Hillel events such as Shabbat dinners, Jewish Speed Dating, and the Big Red Bar Mitzvah. This
strengthened bond will be excellent in enhancing our presence in Jewish life on campus. In
between these great programs, brothers shook the lulav, were graced with a Shofar blessing in
the home, and gathered at Rosh Hashanah services. Together, these events forged an even
stronger backbone of Jewish values on which this fraternity lies.

Athletics (Alex Adler)
AEPi athletics have been taking Cornell Intramurals by storm. Though we didn‟t make
the championship game, the flag football team made a deep playoff run. Quarterback
Steven Grant and Wide Receiver Micah Freedman proved to be an unstoppable duo,
connecting for touchdowns and breaking down defenses countless times throughout the
season. The Beta Chapter also performed brilliantly in both volleyball and 3-on-3
basketball, where we cruised to victory over multiple houses in the Greek system.
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Letters From Abroad
My name is Jeremy Cohen, and I am a junior majoring in computer science. This
semester, I've been working as a co-op student at Goldman Sachs in Securities Lending in
the Technology Division. I am an application developer, but more specifically I develop
software that helps my team support and solve issues for the software users in other
divisions. During my five months at Goldman Sachs, I've gained exposure to several
different types of programming languages and software that I never learned or knew
about from my studies in the classroom. In addition, it has been an interesting and new
opportunity for me to work for such a large company. While this co-op has been a great
learning experience, I'm looking forward to being active again in AEPi next semester.

My name is Alex Lanes, and I am a junior Policy Analysis and Management major. This
semester, I am participating in Cornell‟s Urban Semester in New York City. Three days a
week, I intern at Treasury Partners, a private wealth management firm. One day a week,
I take classes at the Weill Medical School with Professor Sam Beck, who specializes in
ethnography, the study of cultural phenomena. Additionally, I volunteer in Brooklyn
helping to establish Re-Connect, a nonprofit organization that specializes in the sale of
produce. Overall, I have enjoyed my time in New York and look forward to going back to
Ithaca for the Spring Semester.
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Beta Donations
The Beta Chapter would like to thank the following
alumni for their generous donations:
$250 - $299 ~ Gold
$100 - $249 ~ Silver
 James Nicoll
 Mitch Kaplan
$50 - $99 ~ Pearl
 Michael Khan
 Michael E. Fettner
Donation levels are based on semesterly giving. If you donated
and your name is not listed above, we apologize for this
mistake, and you will be recognized in next semester’s
newsletter.
Help Keep Us Up To Date:
Fill out this form and return to:
Steven Hyde, Master
140 Thurston Ave.
Ithaca, NY 14850
Name:_________________________________________ Year:_______________
Do you need to update your information?
y/n
Do you have an announcement you would like to place in the next issue?
y/n
Would you like to be put on the alumni email list to receive announcements form the chapter via email
or to connect with other brothers?
email:_________________________________________
Please accept my enclosed donation of _____________ to be used for ____________________________________
Announcement______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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